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Green River

Decadebles
It will be down Green River.
These kids will take a trip.
Her team keeps kids safe.
She has a team.
Lee leads rafting trips.
Kids even need helmets.

Each kid needs a life jacket.
The kids sit on raft seats.
The kids and team have three rats.
Kids see fish in the clean river.
At first, the trip is not fast.
The sun shines on Green River.
Kids paddle past big rocks and green trees.
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The kids see it.
The spots on eagle.
Lee looks up.
The rats go faster.

Then the river is between steep cliffs.
The river splashes faces.
The kids paddle hard and deep.
Green River has little white bubbles.

The rats go faster.
Rocks seem to pop up! The rafts speed past them.
Each kid takes a deep breath.

At last, the river is not so fast.
But it was so exciting!

The trip is over.